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Introduction:

The Society for Simulation in Healthcare convened the second Simulation Education Summit meeting in October 2007 in Chicago, Illinois. The purpose of the Summit was to bring together leaders of public, private, and government organizations, associations, and agencies involved in healthcare education for a focused discussion of standards for simulation-based applications. Sixty-eight participants representing 36 organizations discussed in structured small and large groups the criteria needed for various training and assessment applications using simulation. While consensus was reached for many topics, there were also areas that required further thought and dialogue.

Body:

Sixty-eight individuals representing 36 organizations participated in the daylong meeting (Appendix A). Many of the invited attendees had also attended the 2006 Summit. Everyone involved had a broad spectrum of simulation education experience and came from organizations with an interest in simulation, including specialty societies, regulatory bodies, and industry. SSH board members were also present.

Dan Raemer, past president of SSH and chair of the Summit planning committee, started the meeting with a few videos about the direction and use of simulation. This was followed by an overview of the meeting objectives and a short simulation taxonomy ice-breaker exercise using an audience response system. Participants responded to the degree of agreement with the provided definition of simulation terms (Appendix B). Those who disagree or strongly disagree were asked to write down their comments.

A professional facilitator (Jay Vogt, Peoplesworth, Concord, MA) led a series of working sessions where different groups addressed the following areas related to simulation:

- Formative and Summative Assessment of Trainees
- Formative and Summative Assessment of Practitioners
- Continuing Medical/Healthcare Education
- Formative and Summative Assessment of New Procedures
- Substitute for Clinical Encounter
- Rehabilitation and Remediation of Healthcare Practitioners
- Credentialing of Practitioners
- Patient Safety

For each topic, participants were asked to discuss acceptable standards regarding the following:

- Simulators – mode/type (e.g. standardized patients, screen-based, task trainers, mannequin-based, virtual reality, etc.), equipment fidelity and validity issues
- Instructors – qualifications, need for formal certification
- Metrics – basic competencies that simulation is expected to measure
- Evaluation – valid and reliable subjective/objective assessment tools
- Ratification – approval process for standards and verification of compliance
- Time – requirements related to duration and frequency of simulation training
- Other elements – differences between standards for technical vs. cognitive or critical thinking skills, training vs. assessment, formative vs. summative; other considerations

Participants were also asked to discuss the specific training and assessment challenges facing their organization, the assessment methods that their organization would most likely accept and the criteria that would be required or recommended for implementation of simulation activities and standards. Participants first worked in small groups of 7-8 at an assigned table. Two tables were given the same topic to discuss. After an hour of discussion, the two tables with the same topic shared their ideas to reach a consensus. A combined report was given to the entire Summit group. These reports were documented by each group and collated by the facilitator (JV) who outlined all the notes on a 34-page report, which this executive summary report was based on. The final summary report was then circulated to all participants of the Summit for feedback.
The Meeting report will be published in Vol 3 Issue 3 of the Society’s Journal, Simulation in Healthcare and are also available on-line.

**Key Research Accomplishments:**

After six hours of brainstorming and discussions, an important consensus was established: more of these collaborative meetings are needed and more time was required to fully tackle the issues at hand. A single day of meeting was insufficient to deliver a comprehensive standards guideline. However, despite the challenging feat, there were some preliminary findings that were established and could serve as the framework for future working meetings.

To begin, the taxonomy exercise showed that in general, most people tended to agree with the provided definitions (average response 3.6-4.1 for all questions, on a Likert scale with 1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly disagree). Only a couple of individuals submitted comments; one noted that “certification” is a process for qualifying individuals and “accreditation” was the more appropriate word for the process for approving simulation programs. Additional definitions, such as standards vs. guidelines vs. template vs. recommendations were desired. Other semantic questions were raised in regards to credentialing vs. competency certification.

During the large group reports, it was clear that there was consensus regarding specific standards that should be considered regardless of the simulation application. The overarching theme was that everything should be driven by the educational objectives. Moreover, a number of other unifying threads cut across all topics discussed.

**Reportable Outcomes:**

The increasing multidisciplinary membership of Society for Simulation in Healthcare has generated a demand for consistent and validated curricula and assessment tools for the expanding applications using simulation, as evident by the questions posed on the SSH listserv. The mission of SSH is to facilitate excellent multi-specialty healthcare education, practice, and research through simulation. Therefore, to better represent our multidisciplinary simulation society, we need to consolidate the needs and desires of different agencies and healthcare specialties in order to establish and implement a unified set of educational standards for simulation applications.

This second Simulation Education Summit is a testament to the wonders of collaborative efforts. As a result of bringing together the key stakeholders in simulation education, this preliminary outline of considerations for simulation-based training and assessment standards has been drafted. There is no doubt that much more work is needed before a more comprehensive set of standards or a guidelines document can be distributed. However, this report serves as a starting point to address the same questions that every organization faces. The fact that nearly all Summit participants indicated that we should continue to meet in this collaborative forum and not wait a year to reconvene is an indication of the strong desire to work together toward a common goal. At the conclusion of the meeting, the group agreed on an action plan.

**Conclusions:**

- The Society for Simulation in Healthcare will form a coalition of societies interested in simulation to serve as the “think tank” in resolving simulation-based issues.
- After further discussion and consensus, SSH will convene an ad hoc development group to create the standards documents and guidelines for review and dissemination.
- The next meeting should include definitions of standards and contextual framing to facilitate better discussions.
- SSH should act as a clearinghouse to survey practices within organizations.
- Along with input from specialty societies and accrediting agencies, SSH will continue to lead these efforts in consolidating common simulation needs and issues.
References:
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Abstract:
The Society for Simulation in Healthcare convened the second Simulation Education Summit meeting in October 2007 in Chicago, Illinois. The purpose of the Summit was to bring together leaders of public, private, and government organizations, associations, and agencies involved in healthcare education for a focused discussion of standards for simulation-based applications. Sixty-eight participants representing 36 organizations discussed in structured small and large groups the criteria needed for various training and assessment applications using simulation. While consensus was reached for many topics, there were also areas that required further thought and dialogue. This paper is a summary of the results of these discussions along with a preliminary draft of a guideline for simulation-based education.

Introduction:
The Society for Simulation in Healthcare (SSH) organized its second Simulation Education Summit meeting on October 26, 2007 in Chicago, Illinois. The 2007 Summit was initiated in response to the first Simulation Summit held at the same site in November 2006, which resulted in a consensus call for SSH to serve as the consolidator for simulation activities. The goal of the first Summit was to advance simulation into mainstream healthcare education and as a product of the meeting, a list of important topics and priorities for future meetings was generated. The primary goal for the 2007 Summit meeting was to create a working draft of standards for various kinds of learning and assessment when simulation is used as a substantial part of the process.

Simulation standards and guidelines were chosen for the 2007 focus because they were among the first tier topics discussed at the 2006 Summit. Along with establishing standards, competency metrics and assessment were also on the agenda. The desired meeting outcomes included building consensus for important simulation terms, determining the levels of assessment and acceptable methods for assessment using simulation and developing an action plan for next steps.

Method:
Sixty-eight individuals representing 36 organizations participated in the daylong meeting (Appendix A). Many of the invited attendees had also attended the 2006 Summit. Everyone involved had a broad spectrum of simulation education experience and came from organizations with an interest in simulation, including specialty societies, regulatory bodies, and industry. SSH board members were also present.

Dan Raemer, past president of SSH and chair of the Summit planning committee, started the meeting with a few videos about the direction and use of simulation. This was followed by an overview of the meeting objectives and a short simulation taxonomy ice-breaker exercise using an audience response system. Participants responded to the degree of agreement with the provided definition of simulation terms (Appendix B). Those who disagree or strongly disagree were asked to write down their comments.

A professional facilitator (Jay Vogt, Peoplesworth, Concord, MA) led a series of working sessions where different groups addressed the following areas related to simulation:

- Formative and Summative Assessment of Trainees
- Formative and Summative Assessment of Practitioners
- Continuing Medical/Healthcare Education
- Formative and Summative Assessment of New Procedures
For each topic, participants were asked to discuss acceptable standards regarding the following:

- **Simulators** – mode/type (e.g. standardized patients, screen-based, task trainers, mannequin-based, virtual reality, etc.), equipment fidelity and validity issues
- **Instructors** – qualifications, need for formal certification
- **Metrics** – basic competencies that simulation is expected to measure
- **Evaluation** – valid and reliable subjective/objective assessment tools
- **Ratification** – approval process for standards and verification of compliance
- **Time** – requirements related to duration and frequency of simulation training
- **Other elements** – differences between standards for technical vs. cognitive or critical thinking skills, training vs. assessment, formative vs. summative; other considerations

Participants were also asked to discuss the specific training and assessment challenges facing their organization, the assessment methods that their organization would most likely accept and the criteria that would be required or recommended for implementation of simulation activities and standards. Participants first worked in small groups of 7-8 at an assigned table. Two tables were given the same topic to discuss. After an hour of discussion, the two tables with the same topic shared their ideas to reach a consensus. A combined report was given to the entire Summit group. These reports were documented by each group and collated by the facilitator (JV) who outlined all the notes on a 34-page report, which this executive summary report was based on. The final summary report was then circulated to all participants of the Summit for feedback.

**Results**

After six hours of brainstorming and discussions, an important consensus was established: more of these collaborative meetings are needed and more time was required to fully tackle the issues at hand. A single day of meeting was insufficient to deliver a comprehensive standards guideline. However, despite the challenging feat, there were some preliminary findings that were established and could serve as the framework for future working meetings.

To begin, the taxonomy exercise showed that in general, most people tended to agree with the provided definitions (average response 3.6-4.1 for all questions, on a Likert scale with 1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly disagree). Only a couple of individuals submitted comments; one noted that “certification” is a process for qualifying individuals and “accreditation” was the more appropriate word for the process for approving simulation programs. Additional definitions, such as standards vs. guidelines vs. template vs. recommendations were desired. Other semantic questions were raised in regards to credentialing vs. competency certification.

**Unifying Themes**

During the large group reports, it was clear that there was consensus regarding specific standards that should be considered regardless of the simulation application. The overarching theme was that everything should be driven by the educational objectives. Moreover, a number of other unifying threads cut across all topics discussed.

**Simulators**

All conceded that if an organization is using clinical simulation activity, it must specify specific learning objectives and identify appropriate simulation activity to match the objectives. The simulator(s) or simulation exercise should have at minimum construct validity (i.e. the simulator equipment does what it is supposed to do). A combination of various types of simulations were encouraged. Simulations used for formative evaluation should be the same as those used for summative assessment for validation purposes, although for the purpose of practice, lower-end models may suffice. High stakes activities will require higher standards (e.g. validated simulators) and a greater degree of standardization.

**Instructors**

It was uniformly agreed upon that instructors must have appropriate simulation training and be able to demonstrate basic competency with the simulation system being used. Also, they must have validated
content knowledge as specified by the educational objectives. What constitutes “appropriate” simulation training was not fully discussed. Participants also did not reach an agreement regarding whether or not instructors will need to be formally trained via a recognized simulation training program, or what would qualify as an adequate training center to certify instructors. Analogies were made to successful programs such as ACLS and ATLS where instructors must be certified and their certifications renewed every few years.

Metrics & Evaluation

It was generally agreed that metrics and evaluation tools should be addressed together. Metrics are standards of measurement and evaluation tools are the specific means of determining whether the metrics are met. The metrics should be competency-based and driven by the learning objectives and the learner needs. The metrics should include cognitive, psychomotor, and affective aspects of learning. These could be broken down into specific knowledge, skills, attitudes and behavioral competencies. A number of evaluation modalities were endorsed including checklists, 360-degree feedback, video, standardized patient review/feedback, self-review/feedback, test scores, simulator feedback, expert review/feedback, and demonstrations of transfer of knowledge to patients or peers. It is important to note that simulation is recognized as only one of many tools within an individual’s performance portfolio. Validated evaluation tools are clearly desirable and should be a goal but may not be available for all metrics at this time.

Ratification

Most participants felt that it is currently too soon to set a process for approving these simulation standards. However, in some areas certain considerations were proposed. Input from accrediting agencies is clearly needed.

Time

There was general consensus that an organization must specify the appropriate duration and frequency of any simulation activity needed to achieve their learning objectives. More time in practice is desired.

Other Elements

Issues such as who should certify instructors or approve simulation standards, cost considerations, and legal challenges were discussed but no consensus was reached at this time.

Formative and Summative Assessment of Trainees

Trainees are defined as residents, medical students, nursing students, dental students, allied health students, hospital service students, “family” students, preparaprofessionals or teams of students.

In addition to the common unifying themes, simulation use at the trainee level should also consider the issues of integration of simulation into the existing curricula. A participant's exposure to simulation is driven by simulator availability, cost, learner needs, learning objectives, and encounter history. The time spent in training is driven by availability of time off from clinical duties, technology, task complexity and student capabilities.

Formative and Summative Assessment of Practitioners

Practitioners include any licensed professional who provides healthcare directly to patients. The environment they practice is any place where there is direct patient care, whether at academic sites, private/non-academic areas, clinics, or community health centers.

The overall opinion was that simulator use must be standardized for formative and summative assessment of practitioners. The extent of standardization remains nebulous. Different modalities may be used including standardized patients, unannounced simulated patients, virtual reality, low and high fidelity simulators, etc. Homemade simulators that cannot be validated or standardized should not be used for assessment. The simulator mode and characteristics should be flexible and a multi-modal approach should be considered. Simulators, instructors, metrics, evaluation and exposure should support the objectives: objectives → simulator → evaluation → objectives.

A formally certified evaluator who has documented content expertise in the specialty area and demonstrated simulation/educational skills is needed to perform high stakes summative assessment. Clinical relevance confers credibility; so at least one instructor/assessor needs to be in the specialty.
Metrics need to be specialty-specific but based on core competencies prescribed by the profession. Performance level of proficiency needs to be defined and used as a goal for both formative and summative evaluations. Evaluation tools need to be tested and validated to an accepted standard by the specialty group. Validation should be evidence based, scientifically defensible in a legal challenge, and should be published in a peer-reviewed journal. Examples of validated tools are shown in Table 1.

Time is limited for practitioners to train with simulation, so the recommended interval should be 3-5 years and may be determined by the specialty. However, formative assessments should be conducted annually, and may not necessarily involve simulation. Certification and competency validation should be defined. In accordance with board certification requirements, certification with simulation training should be every ten years.

In regards to ratification, standards for use of simulation for formative and summative assessment of practitioners should be reviewed and approved by a committee comprised of members of the profession as well as educators and experts from outside the profession who may be affected by the standards. An ongoing process for feedback along with continuous research is desired.

**Continuing Medical/Healthcare Education (CME/CE)**
In general, continuing medical/healthcare education is about learning, not testing. Thus, CME/CE must not be mistaken for certification and should be seen as a mechanism for skills/knowledge training rather than formative assessments or summative assessments, as these standards are different. The mode of simulation should include all modes appropriate for the CME/CE population and tailored to the goals and objectives of the CME/CE curriculum. Validation may be needed for the transfer of knowledge/skills for obtaining the achievable outcomes, or for defensibility in court.

In regards to metrics, both intracourse (CME/CE activity) versus extracourse metrics (implementation, change in practice or patient outcome) should be considered. Evaluation tools should specifically define what is correct and incorrect to provide feedback for improvement. Duration and frequency of simulation activity will depend on skills taught and should be proficiency based. High stakes, low frequency events need more frequent training than common skills. The qualification of the instructors should follow the same principles described in the standards for formative and summative assessment of practitioners.

CME providers and accrediting agencies will be responsible for ensuring that these standards, once approved through boards of relevant societies, are enforced by the various institutions that provide simulation-based CME. Examples are stamps of approval from national organizations, such as the American Society of Anesthesiologists simulation endorsement program and the American College of Surgeons accreditation program for those centers that meet that specialty’s CME criteria.

**Formative and Summative Assessment of New Procedures**
The mode and the type of simulation should support the objectives and the specific step-wise tasks involved in the procedures. Differentiation of manual procedures (individual-based) vs. hospital procedures (team-based) should be specified. Any simulation mode could be used including combination types. The standards would be different for formative vs. summative assessment and for technical vs. cognitive skills. High-risk procedures will require more than one level of simulation. Validation is essential, particularly for summative assessment and to determine whether simulators that act as their own instructors are realistic, valid and reliable. However, for formative purposes, validation needs to be balanced against cost and availability.

The instructors, metrics, evaluation and exposure should be dictated by the objectives and the complexity of the procedure. Instructors should be formally certified unless the simulator has built in metrics. For simulators with built in metrics, the role of the instructor may be to evaluate whether or not someone is cognitively ready to learn the new skill or to teach the cognitive and behavioral aspects to those who have mastered the manual skills. Successful completion of simulation training should be followed by a graded observation of a real case performance. A Masters in Simulation degree program was proposed.

Metrics for new procedures include simple and complex tasks, psychomotor and cognitive skills competencies. Examples include: ability to adapt to non-standard situations, efficiency completing simulation (time, accuracy, success rates), adverse events and managing complications (rate and techniques for managing complications), decision making pathway, success in performing basic tasks, correct technique and correct procedures, perception of performance, attitudes towards
device/procedure, communication, dexterity and flexibility in tissue handling, judgment and timing of events.

Evaluations should be both objective (checklist of tasks, time, sequence of events, diagnostic accuracy, correlation to clinical experiences) and subjective (judgment, perceptions). Training time requirements are based on time to proficiency (depends on learner level) with a required minimum number of practice sessions.

Ratification may be through institution for compliance with standards, FDA for device qualifications, or other state/federal or payor agencies with responsibilities and authorities in content area. An interdisciplinary consensus process should be established to approve these standards.

Other issues considered for new procedures: Do learners need to have a priori knowledge of using a simulator? When should training/assessment start? Formative standards would be different from summative (higher standards) and technical vs. cognitive skills.

Substitute for Clinical Encounter
Simulators should possess the appropriate level of fidelity to mimic real life patient encounters or experiences and events. Organizations using clinical simulation must specify the specific learning objectives (and what can be substituted) and identify the appropriate simulation activity to fulfill those objectives. A strong rationale or evidence for substituting or supplementing clinical activities is needed. The instructors, metrics, evaluation and the time should be determined based on the objectives. Standards are the same for technical versus cognitive skills training/assessment.

Rehabilitation and Remediation of Healthcare Practitioners
The first issue at hand is to identify practitioners who are in need of remediation. Current remediation programs are geared toward private substance abuse rehabilitation or ethical conduct remediation programs. Working in conjunction with state boards or other accreditation bodies may be helpful in addition to using simulation to assess competency level. Simulation can also be used as a diagnostic tool for remediation before credentialing. The simulation training should be specific to the deficiency. An educational specialist is needed to identify learning deficiencies and to help design an individualized educational program (IEP). Human feedback is required even if the simulator has built in performance indicators.

A sample curricular template might be:
- Diagnosis of need for rehabilitation/remediation (through simulation and/or from state boards)
- Design IEP
- Define objectives (knowledge, skills or behavioral goals)
- Determine appropriate simulation
- Pre-intervention assessment
- Simulation training
- Post-intervention evaluation of performance
- Pass or further diagnosis.

A probationary period for remediated individuals was suggested, i.e. these individuals would be evaluated more frequently than mainstream practitioners. However legal implications should be considered. Ratification should be from credentialing boards. Private agencies or academic institutions may be called upon to support the remediation programs.

Credentia ling of Practitioners
High validity and standardization are mandatory when simulation is used for credentialing. Standards should be driven by specialty boards rather than external societies. There was debate in regards to “credentialing” since it implies not only high-stakes assessment of adequate skill and knowledge but also behavioral characteristics such as professionalism, and therefore has medicolegal implications. The debate continued in regards to how relevant and physical is simulation-based assessment for credentialing. Credentialing may even apply to learner levels if simulation is to be used for high-stakes performance assessment, e.g. advancement of medical students and residents to the next year of training.

The instructors, metrics, evaluation and time required for credentialing will need to be determined by the objective and standards for the specialty. Instructors need to be expert judges at the identified deficiency and must be required to take specialized training. The standards should be set by national organizations for clinical issues. Validation should link simulation performance to patient outcomes. As there are few validated tools at this point, simulation should be used along with other tools for credentialing, not by itself. Multiple tries should be allowed to pass simulation credentialing. Ratification may be accomplished...
Some issues were raised about the implications of credentialing on macroeconomics, e.g. a higher credentialing bar may cause clinicians to charge more money or be less likely to go into specific fields, therefore creating the risk of miscategorizing good people. Moreover, credentialing may be irrelevant to certain groups, as local oversight of nursing and allied health professional skills assessments are not considered credentialing. Finally, there is the issue of simulator availability for practice.

**Patient Safety**
Practitioner competency is essential for patient safety. All modes of simulation are appropriate; again, they must be linked to the objectives. Most appropriate applications include: high-risk tasks and events, low-frequency adverse events, teamwork and communication, judgment and critical thinking, and procedural skills. The instructors, metrics, evaluation and time spent on the activity should be in accordance with the objectives, policies and procedures. Instructors could be content experts or simulation experts. Evaluation tools could measure errors during simulated situations, change in organizational cultures, patient satisfaction and perception of safety, decrease in clinical errors, team performance (through mock codes, mock patients) and individual attitudes and skills.

A consensus among leaders of specialty groups is needed to develop a process for assessment as well as the assessment tools. Ratification may be done through mandated enforcement by state regulations or Joint Commission. Simulation experts should be part of the institutional reviews. It is also important to recognize that simulation is only one area that could impact patient safety. There are many other systems factors and human factors involved, including organizational structure and policies, and society guidelines and standards. Continuous quality improvement measurements are needed to identify and assess areas of patient safety competency. Because of the large scope of what patient safety entails, a suggestion was proposed that non-simulation experts, e.g. economists with human factors engineering experience, perform the assessment of simulation usage for patient safety.

**Conclusions**
The increasing multidisciplinary membership of Society for Simulation in Healthcare has generated a demand for consistent and validated curricula and assessment tools for the expanding applications using simulation, as evident by the questions posed on the SSH listserv. The mission of SSH is to facilitate excellent multi-specialty healthcare education, practice, and research through simulation. Therefore, to better represent our multidisciplinary simulation society, we need to consolidate the needs and desires of different agencies and healthcare specialties in order to establish and implement a unified set of educational standards for simulation applications.

This second Simulation Education Summit is a testament to the wonders of collaborative efforts. As a result of bringing together the key stakeholders in simulation education, this preliminary outline of considerations for simulation-based training and assessment standards has been drafted. There is no doubt that much more work is needed before a more comprehensive set of standards or a guidelines document can be distributed. However, this report serves as a starting point to address the same questions that every organization faces. The fact that nearly all Summit participants indicated that we should continue to meet in this collaborative forum and not wait a year to reconvene is an indication of the strong desire to work together toward a common goal. At the conclusion of the meeting, the group agreed on an action plan.

**Action Plan and Recommendations**
- The Society for Simulation in Healthcare will form a coalition of societies interested in simulation to serve as the “think tank” in resolving simulation-based issues.
- After further discussion and consensus, SSH will convene an ad hoc development group to create the standards documents and guidelines for review and dissemination.
- The next meeting should include definitions of standards and contextual framing to facilitate better discussions.
- SSH should act as a clearinghouse to survey practices within organizations.
- Along with input from specialty societies and accrediting agencies, SSH will continue to lead these efforts in consolidating common simulation needs and issues.
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Appendix A: List of Organizations Represented at the 2007 Summit
1. Association of American Medical Colleges
2. American Academy of Ophthalmology
3. American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons
4. American Association for Clinical Anatomists
5. American Association of Nurse Anesthetists
6. American Board of Medical Specialties
7. American Board of Surgery
8. American College of Cardiology
9. American College of Chest Physicians
10. American College of Surgeons
11. American Dental Society of Anesthesiology
12. American Heart Association
13. American Heart Association, National Center
14. American Hospital Association
15. American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry
17. American Medical Foundation for Peer Review and Education
18. American Society for Health Risk Management AHA
19. American Society of Anesthesiologists
20. Anesthesia Patient Safety Foundation
21. Association of Standardized Patient Educators
22. California Institute of Nursing & Education
23. Canadian Patient Safety Institute
24. Infusion Nurses Certification Corporation
25. Institute of Medicine of the National Academies
26. International Association of Medical Science Educators
27. International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation & Learning
28. Joint Commission Accreditation of Hospital Organizations
29. National Board of Osteopathic Medical Examiners
30. National Council of State Boards of Nursing
31. National League of Nursing
32. National Nursing Staff Development Organization
33. Society of Neurological Surgeons
34. Society for Academic Emergency Medicine
35. Society for Simulation in Healthcare
36. Telemedicine and Advanced Technologies Research Center (TATRC)
Appendix B: Simulation Taxonomy

- **Simulation**: A technique that uses a situation or environment created to allow persons to experience a representation of a real event for the purpose of practice, learning, evaluation, testing, or to gain understanding of systems or human actions.

- **Simulation program**: A formal workshop, course, class, or other activity that uses a substantial component of simulation as a technique.

- **Simulation fidelity**: The physical, contextual, and emotional realism that allows persons to experience a simulation as if they were operating in an actual healthcare activity.

- **Formative evaluation**: A process for determining the competence of a person engaged in a healthcare activity for the purpose of providing constructive feedback for that person to improve.

- **Summative evaluation**: A process for determining the competence of a person engaged in a healthcare activity for the purpose of certifying with reasonable certainty that they are able to perform that activity in practice.

- **Simulation validity**: The quality of a simulation or simulation program that demonstrates that the relationship between the process and its intended purpose is specific, sensitive, reliable, and reproducible.

- **Simulation guideline**: A recommendation of the qualities for simulation fidelity, simulation validity, simulation program, or for formative or summative evaluation.

- **Simulation standard**: A statement of the minimum requirements for simulation fidelity, simulation validity, simulation program, or for formative or summative evaluation.

- **Certification of simulation**: The process of approving that a simulation or simulation program meets certain published standards.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation/evaluation tool</th>
<th>Reference #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopic trainer/virtual cholecystectomy</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal endoscopy</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchoscopy</td>
<td>9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency airway management</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carotid angiography</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoscopic sinus surgery</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized patients</td>
<td>14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesia Non-technical Skills (ANTS)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Simulation is one technique of training and assessment in a person’s portfolio. It is assumed that a range of different educational techniques (didactic, apprentice, workshop, etc.) and measurement tools (e.g. written test, oral exams, case logs, subjective clinical evaluations, etc.) will be needed.